
Les règles de la classe de français 

 

Come to class on time and prepared.  

 *Class participation (15% of your French grade.)  includes being prepared for class. 

*To be prepared, you need to: Bring a sharpened pencil, colored correcting pen (not a 

highlighter, colored marker, or sharpie), a dry erase marker, and your French binder, 

(including dividers and filler paper).  
 

Classroom courtesy and common sense:  

 *Rudeness is not acceptable. That includes laughing at other students  

*Only one person talks at a time 

 *Raise your hand if you would like to answer the question 

*If you talk or are disruptive during another student’s presentation to the class, a 

 minimum of 10 points will be deducted from your presentation grade.  

*There is NO gum chewing at Mountview. If you are caught chewing gum in room 324, 

 you will stay after school for an hour and clean all of the desks. 

*Do not get up and walk around during class. That includes getting up to throw things in 

the trash. 
 

Using the bathrooms: 

 *ASK: Puis-je aller aux toilettes?      

 *Sign out and in (in blue book by door) 

 *Please do not ask during a quiz, test, or any other assessment or presentation 
 

Homework (20% of the French class grade) : 

 *Is posted on the LES DEVOIRS white board in the front of the classroom. 

*Is posted on my web page. If you are absent, you are expected to get the assignment          

 from a friend or my web page. 

 *Is due the next day unless otherwise noted. 

 *Is always graded, but sometimes the grade is based on completion and effort. 

 *Credit for ‘ungraded’ (graded on completion only)  homework:  

  *Full credit for completed work that reflects effort   

*½ credit for partially done homework or work that shows no effort. 

*No homework? No credit without acceptable reason. There are many acceptable  

 reasons, such as sickness. A soccer game is not an acceptable reason. 

*Homework is to be done ALONE, please. 

*Online translators and online dictionaries, such as wordreference.com, are to be used for 

ONE WORD translations ONLY. Using online dictionaries to conjugate verbs or write 

sentences is cheating.  
 

Tests and quizzes (65% of the French class grade): 

*If the only day you are absent is the day of the test or quiz, be prepared to take the 

assessment the day you return.  

*If you missed days before the test or quiz, you have three days after the missed test or 

quiz to make it up. There are exceptions, including extended absences or special 

circumstances. The three days start the day you return to school, assuming an 

absence. 

*It is YOUR responsibility to see me about making up the test or quiz. 

*If you do not make up the test or quiz within three academic days, you will receive a 0 

on it. 

*You have three days after receiving a grade of less than 60 to get the test or quiz signed 

by a parent/guardian. If you fail to return it signed, you will serve a detention. 


